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Abstract 

The design of creative products of Xiabu Embroidery in Xinyu should be considered from 
a new perspective of cultural tourism integration, and the design strategies of cultural 
and creative products of Xiabu Embroidery should be explored to achieve a balance 
between inheritance and innovation. This paper analyzes the current situation of 
creative products of grass cloth embroidery in Xinyu, and gives some thoughts on its 
future development, in order to provide effective theoretical reference for the design 
and practice of cultural and creative products of grass cloth embroidery. 
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1. The connotation and background of "cultural and tourism integration" 

In China, the use of the word "culture" first came from "The Book of Changes", while in English, 
the word "culture" was first used to refer to rural farming.Up to now, there are still differences 
between different disciplines in the interpretation of the concept of culture. Although there is 
no accurate definition of culture, there are generally accepted explanations: culture is the 
spiritual activities and products of human society relative to economy and politics, which can 
be divided into material culture and non-material culture.Looking for the definition of culture 
in "Cihai", it is explained as: "In a broad sense, it refers to the survival mode of human society 
and the value system based on it, and it is the sum of the material and spiritual wealth created 
by human beings in the process of social and historical development. In a narrow sense, it refers 
to the spiritual production capacity and spiritual creation achievements of human beings, 
including all forms of social consciousness: natural science, technical science and social 
ideology. "As an ideology, culture is determined by certain economy and politics. At the same 
time, culture also reacts on certain economy and politics and gives them significant influence. 
The word "brigade" and "walk" began to be used as a single word in our country earlier, but 
they did not belong to the same status although they formed phrases later. Through the way of 
"travel", to achieve the purpose of "travel", which can be seen that "travel" is the focus of 
tourism this activity.With regard to the concept of tourism, the definition of "AIEST" is now 
generally accepted by the international community: "Tourism is the sum of the phenomena and 
relationships arising from the travel and temporary stay of non-settlers. These persons will not 
result in permanent residence and will not engage in any profitable activities."The advantage 
of the definition of "AIEST" is that it reveals the four basic characteristics of the tourism 
activities, namely, the remoteness, the temporality, the comprehensiveness and the 
amateurness. With the continuous development of economy, people's living standard is 
constantly improving. Under the condition that the material needs are met, people generally 
begin to pay attention to the spiritual needs. Tourism has become a way to meet people's 
spiritual needs.In today's society, tourism covers more and more diverse contents, mainly 
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including food, accommodation, travel, travel, shopping and entertainment, which can provide 
tourists with physical and psychological pleasure and achieve great spiritual enrichment. With 
the continuous development of China's productive forces, the principal contradiction in the 
current society has been transformed into the contradiction between unbalanced and 
inadequate development and the people's ever-growing needs for a better life. People's demand 
for culture has produced new expectations, the cultural consumption demand in life, the 
support of national policies and the progress of science and technology to promote the 
continuous integration of culture and tourism. Culture is the soul of tourism, and tourism is the 
carrier of culture. The integrated development of culture and tourism has greatly promoted the 
development of tourism resources and the inheritance and development of traditional culture. 
The integration of the two has greatly expanded their respective development space, which 
undoubtedly brings more possibilities to the culture and tourism industry. A more open view 
of cultural and tourism projects will improve the cultural value of the tourism industry, and the 
cultural industry also plays a crucial role in promoting the quality of the tourism industry.On 
April 8, 2018, the Ministry of Culture and Tourism was officially established, and the new 
department was given new functions. According to the policy documents issued by the Ministry 
of Culture and Tourism, culture and tourism have truly realized great integration, showing the 
trend of integrated development in different dimensions. On December 10, the same year, Luo 
Shugang, secretary of the Party Leadership Group and minister of the Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism, made clear the working idea of "integrating when appropriate, integrating when 
possible, promoting tourism through culture and enhancing culture through tourism". 

2. Current situation of creative products of Xinyu Xia Cloth Embroidery 

Embroidery art is an important part of Chinese traditional culture. As a traditional handicraft, 
it has both aesthetic and practical values. Xiabu embroidery originated in the Northern Song 
Dynasty and spread among the people. In ancient times, it promoted the civilization and 
progress of the society. It is a typical female art. From the perspective of design, Xinyu Xia Cloth 
Embroidery Cultural and Creative Products should not only reflect the local regional 
characteristics and cultural background, but also take into account the artistic expression and 
practical value. Consumers buy cultural and creative souvenirs for remembrance and feelings, 
which indicates that designers should give consideration to consumers' aesthetic perception 
and emotional experience. With the upgrading of consumption, people's living conditions have 
been greatly improved. When material needs are met, people begin to pay attention to spiritual 
needs. Tourism is a way to meet people's spiritual needs. People hope to improve themselves 
in the process of tourism and touch the spiritual core of the tourist location.Therefore, culture 
has become an indispensable part of the tourism process. In the process of tourism, people get 
to know the local culture and customs through viewing the utensils, and hope to bring the 
culture of the destination home by buying tourist souvenirs, so as to show this emotion to 
others and share the cultural and spiritual gains. Therefore, it is the creation and effective 
utilization of the history and culture of the tourist destination to bring these cultural 
connotations into the development of cultural and creative products and make them become 
the cultural link between tourists and the tourist destination. 

However, the current market of cultural and creative products in China has problems such as 
weak brand awareness, serious homogenization, lack of innovation and lack of cultural 
connotation, which leads to a large number of convergence of tourism commemorative 
products in different places, which can not only fail to meet the psychological needs of 
consumers, but also fail to achieve the purpose of carrying forward traditional culture. The 
shortage of supply in the market leads to the psychological vacancy of consumers, and the grass 
cloth embroidery pattern also needs modern inheritance and protection methods. Therefore, it 
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has become the top priority to launch diversified, personalized and high-quality tourism 
products. 

2.1. Brand awareness is weak and product positioning is inaccurate 

The cultural and creative products of grass cloth embroidery lack unified image management 
in brand shaping. As the cultural carrier of folk embroidery and artistic embroidery, cultural 
and creative products can promote the two-way development of culture and economy. 
However, there are very few branded linen embroidery products in the current market. Most 
of the products have no brand logo, and the product quality cannot be guaranteed. Moreover, 
the positioning of the grass cloth embroidery brand is not clear, the use of cultural creative 
elements are not representative, can not highlight the regional characteristics. The target 
consumer group has limitations, the product technology content is not high, easy to be imitated. 
In this process, in order to meet the needs of the market, many merchants have a single 
production purpose, one-sided pursuit of output and economic benefits, in order to cater to the 
mass market, abuse various popular elements, destroy the original folk flavor of grass cloth 
embroidery, reduce the charm of the art of grass cloth embroidery. 

2.2. Single product type, serious homogenization 

The craft of grass cloth embroidery is a product of the development of traditional farming 
civilization, so it is greatly influenced by the history, culture, customs, life style and aesthetic 
concept of that time. But this influence continues into modern times, it is difficult to adapt to 
today's market. Due to the particularity of the craft of grass cloth embroidery, cultural creative 
products are required not only to have excellent quality, but also to have certain cultural and 
aesthetic values. At present, most of the development of creative cultural products of grass cloth 
embroidery is still based on spontaneity. In the design process, it is unavoidable to blindly use 
various popular elements without considering whether they are suitable or not, which greatly 
limits the innovation and development of cultural creative products of grass cloth embroidery. 

2.3. The industrial chain is not sound, and there is no virtuous cycle 

With the continuous development of society, great changes have taken place in people's 
consumption mode, life philosophy and spiritual pursuit under this background. The 
development of grass cloth embroidery must take these changes into account to meet the needs 
of the market. Traditional family crafts are often made by the same person as the designer. 
However, not every generation of inheritors has a very strong innovation ability. In the process 
of inheriting, it is inevitable to blindly use various popular elements without considering 
whether they are suitable or not. Nowadays, there is no link of development strategy and 
personalized design for grass cloth embroidery cultural and creative souvenirs, or the design, 
production and sales are completed directly by producers and sellers, without forming a 
complete industrial chain. And planning and design are the guarantee to establish a virtuous 
cycle for grass cloth embroidery cultural and creative products. 

3. Design and development strategies of Xinyu Xia Cloth Embroidery 
Cultural Creative Products 

Under the background of new consumption and new opportunities, consumers have changed 
from price consumption to value consumption. The design basis of the development of linen 
embroidery and cultural creation products is expounded from the current market situation of 
linen embroidery and cultural creation products. Under the integration of culture and tourism, 
the development of creative cultural products of Xia cloth embroidery provides rich cultural 
creation materials for creating cultural and tourism products with local characteristics. At the 
same time, the main feature of tourism is to combine with regional culture, which is also the 
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inevitable trend of tourism development. In the process of economic development and rapid 
urbanization, great changes have taken place in the development of Xinyu Xia Fabric 
Embroidery. Give full play to the advantages of local resources, deeply develop non-heritage 
cultural and creative products, explore historical and cultural characteristics, and design 
cultural and creative products in line with the trend of The Times. Through this study, culture 
will drive tourism to build local characteristic cultural and tourism integration industry, and 
realize the organic integration of tourism and cultural and creative products. The creative 
products of grass cloth embroidery are derived and developed based on the handicraft culture 
with regional characteristics. The design and development of the products must deeply explore 
the connotation of local culture, combine with local characteristics, and use modern design 
methods to develop products that meet the current market demand and have brand influence. 

3.1. Promote the marketization of Xinyu Xia Cloth Embroidery Cultural and 
Creative Products through the Integration of Culture and Tourism 

In the era of cultural and travel integration, shopping needs have undergone qualitative 
changes. In order to develop in the integration of culture and tourism, the innovative path of 
"handicraft + tourism" should be developed. With the help of new media communication, more 
people can understand and feel the grass cloth embroidery, and at the same time, it can also 
promote the promotion and sales of cultural and creative products. Digging into local cultural 
characteristics and improving regional cultural popularity are helpful for the rapid formation 
of the marketization of linen embroidery cultural and creative products. 

3.2. The design process preserves the characteristic traditional craft element 

The colors of the grass cloth embroidery are mainly red, pink, orange, green and blue, dyed with 
vegetable dyes. At the same time, the ground of grass cloth embroidery is very recognizable. 
The raw material of grass cloth is hand-spun from natural ramie plants, and then hand-
embroidered with naturally dyed silk threads, fully retaining the natural plant texture and 
texture. At the same time, due to the fact that grass cloth has distinct warp and weft, rough and 
simple texture and resembles rice paper in shape, grass cloth embroidery has many similarities 
with traditional Chinese painting in style. The development of the cultural creation of grass 
cloth embroidery should extract the typical classic elements of grass cloth embroidery, such as 
color, shape and pattern, and highlight its unique regional cultural characteristics. 

3.3. Build local handicraft brand, realize resource regeneration 

The building of brand is half of the success of cultural and creative souvenirs. It cultivates the 
brand loyalty of consumers and realizes the virtuous cycle of cultural value and industrial value. 
By designing various categories of grass cloth embroidery souvenirs, we can establish brand 
awareness, provide more choices for public consumption, and make traditional handicrafts 
close to people's life, becoming a new way of life. The brand marketing and promotion of grass 
cloth embroidery and cultural creation can promote the development of local culture and 
economy, and is an important carrier to realize resource regeneration, which helps to better 
inherit and continue the handicraft. 

3.4. Design fusion innovation, product function diversification 

The existing creative products of grass cloth embroidery are mainly decorative paintings, group 
fans, screens, etc., which are of poor practicality and few varieties. And contemporary people 
pay more and more attention to the practicality of the product, the product that uses adornment 
simply has become difficult to move consumer. People more hope that the products can give 
consideration to both practical and aesthetic aspects, so the creative products of grass cloth 
embroidery culture should expand their application fields and aesthetic value. At the same time, 
grass cloth embroidery is developed from traditional folk embroidery, so the development of 
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grass cloth embroidery cultural and creative products should also return to life, to find a 
suitable carrier and a proper way to establish contact with consumers' daily life. 

4. Conclusion 

Cultural and creative products will continue to develop with the society. Only by catering to 
people's growing spiritual and cultural needs can the development of Xiabu embroidery and 
cultural products in Xinyu maintain its own vitality. In the development of linen embroidery 
cultural and creative products, more consideration should be given to the active inheritance of 
handcraft skills, creative design, IP image, cultural and creative brand, etc., and local cultural 
elements and modern product design concepts should be integrated into the product 
development to make it conform to the modern aesthetic attributes. In order to provide 
effective theoretical reference for design practice, this paper uses modern methods to rethink 
the future development of creative products of grass cloth embroidery culture. 
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